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Since 1999 and with the help of I.P.P. (Institut fur Plasmaphysik) Garching [1], we have tested in the Tore Supra (T.S.) ICRH

transmitter, arcs security systems based on harmonics detection in a frequency band lower than the generator frequency. These systems

have been designed for ASDEX in order to discriminate between the arcs and the ELMS mismatches during H-mode plasmas; they

have been supplied to T.S. by a loan contract by I.P.P. The first tests done in T.S. were very successful and have permitted in 2000 to

build a prototype matching T.S. technical requirements.

These systems have some advantages in comparison with traditional securities which are based on use of a level on the Vr/Vf

(Reflected to Forward voltage ratio) calculation . They do not use calculation, calibration with frequency or level. They can use RF

signals from directional couplers or probes, so they are fully independent of the measurement systems. The detection bandwidth

(4MHz-35MHz on TS) is independent of the antennae working frequencies. The detection principle is therefore insensitive to the

crosstalk between the antennae and to the antennae coupling variations. The RF arc security box is installed in the generator hall which

can be located far from the torus hall and the antennae (about 50 m on T.S.) a feature which is very relevant for the ITER transmitters.

In 2001 we have built 3 systems based on our prototype in order to improve the protection of the 3 ICRH generators and antennae.

These systems use industrial pass-band filters and a very sensitive linear detection (-60dBm) in order to facilitate the adjustment.

Optical fibbers are used to transfer, with a very high immunity, the trip information to the generator electronic pilot. To guarantee safe

operation, a checking test of the entire security chain is performed with a 10MHz RF oscillator before each plasma start. The RF

principle used on T.S. ICRH transmitter and its electronic interactions with the VME command control of the generator are described.

The results in the last 4 years on a ICRH transmitter module feeding a T.S. antenna are summarized and some examples typical signals

are given. During the 2005 campaign the 3 antennae have been equipped with these systems in order to have the maximum security

level on the ICRH system.

Reference: [1] F. Braun, Th. Sperger “An Arc Detection System for ICR-heating” Proceeding 19th SOFT (Lisbon) p 601-603 (1996)
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